
Activities in August. 

We are very happy here in LT that in summer months we could take a rest from the 
quarantine and continue our activities. Our main achievements on August were: another one 
workshop with Giedražolė, a movie night with discussion (“Acid forest”) and a testing of our 
Oak Grove route prototype..  

Moments from the 2nd workshop with Giedražolė. During the workshop participants 
learned meaningful interaction  with nature, done in a creative manner. By 
appreciating nature and respecting its gifts, using all 5 senses, they created little 
treasures for their homes. 

 

        



 

 



During the movie night we watched "Acid forest" (“Rūgštus miškas” 2018/Lietuva) and 
had a discussion with the producer of this movie about humans interfering into nature 
processes. This movie is about ancient wood in Juodkrantė (Lithuania), which is destroyed 
by cormorants, because their faeces has a lot of acid and that is very destructive for 
conifers. People all over the world come to see this forest and feel very angry at the birds. 
The birds are being scared with special fireworks, so that they would not come back on their 
eggs and would not multiply. Also people are very angry, because cormorans steal fish from 
the nets of fishermen. But one biologist in the movie says that the fish doesn't belong to 
humans and when cormorans destroy the ancient wood, instead of it comes an oak grove, 
like it used to be many years ago. It's a natural process. But humans try to control everything 
and feel above other species. The movie was a great opportunity to rethink our relations with 
nature and also to meditate on amazing sounds and views of the nature. Movie trailer could 
be find here 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=izQO5AsL8HE 

And here are some moments from this great experience. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=izQO5AsL8HE


 

 



 
Producer Dovydas Korba. 

Activities with kids 

We organised summer readings "How do ants live?". 
We invited children from the kindergarten to the Oak Grove to listen stories about ants. 
Childresn were very curious, they were interested in ant species and their lives. 

 



 

 



And finally we managed to test our route of the Oak Grove, which we were preparing 
since the beginning of the project. 4 our team members and 2 volunteers attended and 
made comments on various aspects of the route. We found many things that have to be 
improved...so still a lot of work to do until the route is finished. Each participant also had a 
task to make a photovoice of the route: to describe the things he noticed, liked the most or 
feelings, which came during this journey. So here are the photovoices: 

AGNĖ 

 
Route testers are trying to understand the route in Google Maps. Some confusion is noticed. 



 
Symbol of Lithuania and Armenia friendship - Kaunas chachar. Very interesting point of the 
route and a great symbol of relationship between nations. 

 
Transportation to the past: between the wars here were gates, which led to the exhibition of 
farming. 



 
Is it Lihuanian troll? :) 

 
Is it Lithuanian palm leaf? :) (I guess these thoughts came because I miss traveling 
abroad...) 



 
Unimpressed squirrel is not impressed. 

 
Some rest after testing the route of 3 hours. 



AISTĖ 

 
How many years do they count? 

 
Birds are welcome. Mistletoes just parasitize… 



 
Stone and moss. Former benches. Better shapes with moss 

 
In the shade of the oak lots of small oaks. Which of them will grow tall? 



 
Maybe a bath after the walk? 

VOLUNTEER INESA 

 
While looking at this autodrome, I was trying to imagine it working, renovated and wondering 
that it would be popular among park visitors.  



 

This stadium has been looking like a ghost for many years in such a pretty place of Kaunas. 
I’m happy to see it being renovated.  

 

In the Valley of Songs the Celebration of Song is taking place, it is one of the most beautiful 
celebrations in the city. Maybe that is why this place has a special part in my heart.  



 

While taking the root we have found Sugihara house, which is important for Lithuanian 
history and worth visiting. 



 
From the Hill of Tears there is a view of the railway network, and when you think that from 
this hill people watched their loved ones be forcibly planted in wagons and transported away 
from home, I feel horrified.


